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The CHAIRMAN told the press that the working papers might be used for

background information, but that since the proposals contained therein were

not in final form, they should not be quoted. She asked the members to

agree to limit their discussion on the various items contained in the working

papers to three minutes on each item, Mr. KORETSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics) did not object to reading the articles from the working paper,

/but did



"but did object to the three-minute limitation. Mrs. ROOSEVELT stated that

she would not insist upon such a limitation, but hoped that an effort might

"be made by each member to restrict his comments on any one item to that

length of time.

Article 1

The CHAIRMAN read Article 1. She stated that the United States

government was not satisfied with the present wording, and invited the

members to suggest possible revisions. Dr. CHANG (China) thought that

there should be added to the idea of "reason," the idea which in a literal

translation from the Chinese would be "two-man-mindedness." The English

equivalent might be "sympathy" or "consciousness of his fellow men." This

new idea, he felt, might well be included as an essential human attribute.

The CHAIRMAN agreed that Article 1 might be changed to read in substance:

"All men, as members of one family, must be free and equal in dignity and

rights. Being endowed with reason, they must have the additional sense

of understanding of their fellow cien about them." She felt that the wording

of this would need revision.

Professor CASSUJ (France) thought that in order to perfect the text

Members might submit their own improvements on the original draft. He

explained that his text alluded to the three fundamental questions of

liberty, equality, and fraternity because, during the war, these great

fundamental principles of mankind had been forgotten. The text was trying

to convey the idea that the most humble men of the most different races

have among them the particular spark that distinguishes them from animals,

and at the same time obligates them to more grandeur and to more duties

than any other beings on earth.

He added that there were still one or two ideas not yet mentioned, the

concept of man as a reasonable being and the concept of reciprocal duties

among men. These concepts, developed on the juridical plane, would concern

mutual obligations or mutual rights or solidarity. However, he felt that
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men generally would understand the expression "men are brothers" more

easily than a juridical expression; concerning "mutual rights and obligations."

Mr. HARRY (Australia) suggested that the first four or five Articles

might "be combined into one, which would constitute an introduction. The

CHAIRMAN called to his attention the fact that although an Article h appeared

in the document, the working group had recommended that if the first

paragraph of Article 3 were accepted, the alternative and Article h would be

deleted. Mr. HARRY suggested a formula along the following lines: "All men,

without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion, have certain

inalienable rights fundamental to their existence as free men in free

societies and as members of the international community. These rights are

subject only to the rights of others as individuals and to the just

requirements of the society through which they are enabled to develop in

wider freedom."

The CHAIRMAN said that his suggestion would be considered.

Article 2

The CHAIRMAN read Article 2. There were no comments.

Article 3

The CHAIRMAN read Article 3 and the alternative form, including

Article k. There were no comments.

Article 5

The CHAIRMAN read Article 5. She commented that the Government of the

United States felt that the last sentence, "Everything that is not prohibited

by law is legally permitted,11 unnecessary, and should not be included.

Article 6

The CHAIRMAN read Article 6. Dr. CHANG suggested that the word "dignity"

be used instead of "life" so that the first sentence would read: "There shall

be respect for human dignity." He also felt that the sentence in Article 5

which the United States considered unnecessary might be eliminated.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that in the United States proposal there

/appeared
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appeared certain -ideas that might be included in the Preamble of the

Declaration. Among these vere: (a) "The State is created by the people

for the promotion of their welfare and thé protection of their human

rights. In the exercise of his rights, everyone is limited by the rights

of others"; and (b) "The State may impose only such limitations on such

rights as are compatible with the freedom and welfare of all."

2. Suggestions Submitted by the Representative of France for Articles 7-kk

of the International Declaration of Rights. [^ocument ^CN-"VAC.I/W.2/Rev.l)

Article 7

The CHAIRMAN read Article 7. Mr. HARRY (Australia) suggested the

possibility of combining Articles 6 and 7 in a single Article, stating that

"Everyone has the right to life and personal liberty," and dealing with

"torture" separately. Professor CASSIN suggested that there might be a

Chapter heading after Article 5> to mark the end of the general provisions

and the beginning of the treatment of particular liberties. He agreed that

it was possible to group together everything having to do with life,

physical inviolability, and liberty and personal security as one unified

subject. The representatives of China and the United Kingdom supported

this view.

Article -3

The CHAIRMAN read Article 8. She suggested that it might be improved

if changed to read "There shall be inviolability of privacy, home,

correspondence and reputation, protected by law."

Mr. WILSON (United Kingdom) suggested that Articles 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

and 13, which might be considered particular applications of the principle

that the liberty of the individual shall be protected, should find a place

in a Convention. The CHAIRMAN pointed out that if this view were accepted,

those articles could be passed over for the time being. Mr. HARRY (Australia)

supported the suggestion, provided that after the first article, in the

subsequent articles dealing with life, physical integrity and personal liberty,

/there
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there should tie a second short article stating that no one should be

deprived of his life or liberty, except in Cases prescribed by law and

after due process. He also felt that Article 8 might then follow, in a

general statement, on the Inviolability of home, correspondence, and

reputation.

Dr. CHANG (China), while agreeing with Mr. WILSON'S suggestion, felt

that certain phrases or sentences appearing in Articles 6 to 13 might be

extracted for use in the Declaration. Inclusion of the whole of these

articles in the Declaration would make it too complex, he said.

Article 10

The CHAIRMAN stated that with respect to Article 10, the United States

wished to suggest the use of the phrase "impartial tribunal" instead of

"court of law." She also felt that the words "legally summoned" might not

be understood. She pointed out that in the United States redrafts of parts

of the Secretariat's outline, Article 7 had included several ideas: the

right to be confronted by witnesses, the right of compulsory process for

obtaining witnesses, and the right to be represented by Counsel. She

pointed out that the third of these ideas was embodied in Article 19 of

Professor CASSIN's draft.

Professor CASSIN said that the matter of compulsory processes for

obtaining witnesses and counsel for defense should either be placed in a

convention or else be considered as covered by the phrase "right to defense"

used in the Declaration. He felt that the Committee should avoid including

in the Declaration matters which are not principles but applications of

principles.

Article 9

The CHAIRMAN read Article 9- There were no comments.

Article 11

The CHAIRMAN read Article 11. There were no commenta.

Article 12

The CHAIRMAN read Article 12. She said that the United States felt that

this Article should begin, "No one shall be held in slavery;" and that if

/the second
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the second sentenSe were retained, :î.t d & t iead to al1 kinds of ingustices.

The United ?.tates suggasted the foilowing wording: "No one shall be held

in sluvery nor be required to perfozm coapulsorjr labour in suiy fom other

than public samice equally incumbent by law upon all, or as part of punishnient

pronounced by a com~etont Judicial tribunal... No person shall be imprisoned

or held in servitade in cohsequence of the mer6 breach Of contractual

relations."

The representative of the American Foderation of Labor expressed the

ooinion that compulsory labour should be mentioned in addition to slavery.

Er. CHANG (china) recalled his previous proposal %bat in addition to, a

Declaration and one or more conventions there mLght be a third category -

a commentwy. He felt that there should be not more than twenty cirticles in

the Declaration. 'The comontaxy would follow khoae articles which needed to

be explained, but whfoh could not tje dealt with immediately in a' convention.

The C H A m B agseed that bis sugges-bion was a good one.

Article 13

The CHAIRnW rsad Article 1J and the corresponding wording of the

Secretariat outlino and of the United Kingdom proposal. Tktere. were no comments.

The CHAIXTW propcsed that a small workin~ group go over Articles 7-13,

relating to personal liberties, and suggest what should go into a Convention

and what into a Declaration. Mr. IELSON (~nited. ~in~don.) felt that this

WOU]-d not be possible; -that no zgrcement could be reachcd on what should go

into the Declaration until substantial progrcss had been made in drafting

the convention, Be therefûre requested that the Cornnittee as a whole consider

what should go into the fom. of conventions, and later corne back to the

question of the conterits of the Dcclaraticn.

The C m W A N asked Mr. WILSON (~nited Xingdom) if ho could draw up the

prelininary draft of a convention and present it to th3 Cornnittee on khe

following day. MY. WILSON replied that the dkafh of a convention dready

was bcfore the Committes in the form of the United Kirigdom proposalô.

/~he. CHAI~M~
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The CHAIRMAN pointed out that what She had meant was that ho take the

discussion into consideration and revise any part of the United Kingdom

proposal thst he felt required rovision. Mr. V7HS0N (United Kingdom)

replied that that would be difficult. He felt that the points should "be

considered as they stood, perhaps with the addition of texts on the subject

of torture, the question of civil rights, and the right of asylum. He

offered to prepare drafts on these three points.

Dr. CHANG (China) expressed the hope that by the following day a more

concise Declaration could be prepared under the supervision of Professor

CASSIN, and a proposed list of topics to be included on conventions by

the Secretariat. Professor CASSIN, while agreeing, declared that in his

opinion it was incorrect to start with the idea that the Declaration should

contain a certain number of Articles it should contain a certain number of

ideas and these ideas should determine the number of Articles.

Mr. HARRY (Australia) felt that Dr. Chang's proposal was a practical

one. The CHAIRMAN expressed the view that the full Committee should first

go through the rest of the Articles presented by Professor CASSIN. There was

no objection to this procedure.

Article Ik

The CHAIRMAN read Article 1^. Dr. CHANG felt that the phrase "legal

personality" was a little too technical. Professor CASSIN attempted to explain

the philosophical basis of the articles appearing in Chapter IV, headed

"Legal Status." The recognition of the juridical personality of all human

beings is a second means of abolishing slavery, he pointed out. Slaves were

once considered as instruments, as chattels, not as beings who could have

rights. Also, just before the war there x/ere instances when the right to

marry was refxised to refugees under the pretext that they did not have all

the necessary papers and documents, that they did not have an authorization

of residence, an official permit, and so forth, although they might have

/been living
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been living in a particular country for several years. Through such small

detailed regulations the most fundamental Human rights were denied. Chapter IV

attempts to counteract that situation, he concluded, and in his opinion

Article Ik should state that every human "being ha3 certain juridical and

human rights regardless of whether or not he is a citizen, including the

right to marry and the right to conclude contracts. The texts might

"bo difficult to understand, he realized, but they touched upon the rights

of millions of human beings in a most concrete and practical manner*

Articles If?, 16 and 17

Mr3. ROOSEVELT asked whether it would be possible to combine Articles

1^ and 15. The United States felt, she added, that "mental incompetence"

might be a better word than "mental condition;" and that the phrase "or other

situation requiring protection" might be eliminated. The revised wording of

Article 15 would then be: "Ko one shall be restricted in the personal exercise

of his civil rights except by a general law for reasons based on age,

mental incoiapetency or as a punishment for a criminal offense."

Professor CASSIJI (France) stated that in his opinion Articles IK, 16,

19 and perhaps 1? could be combined, since they state the right of an individual

to a legal personality. However, Article 15 was different it stated that

although there are rights, there are certain persons who cannot exercise

those rights personallj'. For instance, an infant can be a proprietor but

he cannot go before a notary public to conclude a contract; an insane person

has certain rights but he cannot exercise them personally: a criminal has

certain rights but theV must be exercised^ for reasons of security of

society, by a custodian. He felt that the phrase "or other situation requiring

protection" should be retained because he did not feel that the list of casées

in which men cannot act in their own right had been oxhausted.

The CEAIBMAK said that she felt Articles Ik, 16, 17, and 19 could

be combined. She suggested certain changes as proposed in the United States

redrafts of the Secretariat outline. She asked if there wore any further

comments on Article 15.
/Professor CASSIN
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Professor CASSIN suZeested that APtidle 19 might 5e co~bined with

Article 14 as a development of the prtnciple of' the legs1 per,sonality.

Article 18

The CHAIRMAN read Article 18, and suggested that the foureh ~aragraph,

which seemed to her to be ikcluded in the first, did not appear to be

necessary. Dr. C&YG (China) felt that the first two paragraphs might be

taken to include the last two. He suggestcd that the first two rnight serve

as a declaration of grincipl@, the latter two as "comuentary". Mr. FJILSON

(United ~ingdom) agreed with Dr. C W G , lut felt that the Article might be

limited still further, to the first paragra?h, "Everyone has a right to own

personal property". Regarding the second paragaph, he asked what would

happen if a person were flned, by a court, an amount of money which involved

selling his automobile, He would be deprived of his property, but whether

or not this could be considered fox the public welfare waa a difficult

question. He felt that it was im~ossible to go beyond saying, as a.

stat~ment of principle, tbat a person should have the things he needs in

or&er to Carry On ana to enjby his everyday iife.

!i%e CHAIRhIAN felt it would 5e wiss to retain only the first sentence,

but to alter it to read, "~veryone has a right to ohin real and personal

property". Mr. SP4TA CRUZ poi&ed out that. an Article referring to the right

to own property was a delicate one at a t$me when this right was aubject

to different legislition in the various countrdes which are Members of the

United Nations. Eowever, he thought it might be possible to arrive at a

formula which would mite the different opinions, in the sense that everyone

has the right to personal prosertjr in certain cases and that general

property is subject to the interest of the commvnifJjr.

Professor CASSIN rance) agreed that the Conmittee should not tqy to

evade hifficulties, but to deal with them tactfully and with courege. Be

accepted the chairian idea of cutting paragrsphs 3 and 4 from Article 18.

Re suggested that the Committee might sa7 that the Etate may Cetemine the

/rights
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rights and interests which are suscieptlbl6 to private appropriation. That,

he explained, would include real estate, industrial and coismercial enterprises

and any other objects, such as objects of higher culture or of an historical

value which might be considered the patrimony of the whole nation. He warned

that there were enormously different conceptions regarding the right to

property, and suggested that if the declaration were to deal with the effects

which can be held in private ownership it should give guarantees to the

proprietor; it should state that he shall not be deprived of his property

except in tlie public interest and with just compensation. He felt that

Article 18 could be reduced to three paragraphs, but he did not consider it

possible' to delete either the second or the third.

The CEAIBMAH summarized the consensus of opinion as being in favour

of deletion of paragraph 4 because it is implicit in the third. Some

members also wished to have paragraphs 2 and 3 deleted. She suggested

that if any paragraphs were deleted, the first sentence might be changed to

read, "Everyone has a right to own and transfer real and personal property".

Mr. HABRY (Australia) suggested that it might be better to eliminate

any reference to property, in view of the difficulties sure to arise when

an attempt was made to define what should and should not be owned, the

differences between real and personal property, and so on. If it were left

to the State to determine those things which are susceptible of private

appropriation, he felt, the right expressed in the first paragraph would be

worthless. Mr. WHS0N (United Kingdom) said that if the Article in its

final form stated the right of the State rather than the right of the

individual, it would be better to omit it.

Dr. MALIK (Lebanon) stated that in his opinion the right of property

was a fundamental right which must have a place in the Bill, and -certainly

in the Declaration. He felt that it was self-evident that man cannot live

without personal property; that this particular right was as essential

and as fundamental as almost any other right. He did not see how reference

/to such
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to such a right could be suppressed. He pointed out that the unlimited

character of the ownership of private property could not be considered

a fundamental right, "but that even the most socialistic constitutions refer

to the fact that a nan must have something which is his own. He was in

favour of retaining paragraph 1, properly modified, and the combination of

paragraphs 1_, 2, and 3 into a formulation which would indicate that man's

right to property is not unlimited, but is limited by the will of society

organized into the State.

Professor CASSIN (France) urged the importance of the question. It

seemed impossible to him not to allude in the first paragraph to the principle

of private property. Having done this, it would bë necessar3r in a separate

paragraph to streBs the idea that the right of private property cannot

be applied without limitation.

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the need for the limitation of property

rights or the consideration of the rights of other people ought to be

considered. This could be considered already covered either by Article 3

which stated that "the rights of eech are, therefore, limited by the

rights of others", or by the alternative formulation of Article h, which

states that "In the exercise of his rights, everyone is limited by the

rights of others". Property rights of an individual, she felt, would

Implicitly be limited by the rights of others.

Mr. SAMTA CRUZ (Chile) called attention to the Chilean proposal on

this subject, which recognized the right of property and established the

right of the State to co-operate with individuals so that they might have a

minimum of private property in accord with their necessities, and the

necessary decorum to enable them to maintain their dignity. The Chilean

government, he said, did not only want property not to be limited, but

would like the social function of property to be established. It would

prefer a formula which would establish the right of a man to have private

/property
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property, and also recognize the rights Of the community with respect to

all property.

Mr. WILSON suggested a rough, rewording, as follows: "Everyone has the

right to ovn such property as is necessary to enable him to maintain the

average standard of life in the country in which he lives". That, he

felt, was the sort of thing that could be usefully said, and beyond which

it would be extremely difficult and possibly even dangerous to go.

Article 20

The CHAIRMAN read Article 20. She brought to the attention of the

Committee a communication "she had received from various religious groups,

stating that they did not consider that just giving people the right to any

form of worship was sufficient; that the right of teaching and freely

discussing religious beliefs was also necessary. These communications

would be circulated. She added that the view of the United States on

Article 20 was that, in the second sentence of paragraph 2, the wording

"manifestations of opposite convictions" is not necessary because it is

implicit in freedom of conscience and belief. The second paragraph might

be eliminated altogether,

Dr. MALIK (Lebanon) suggested that the titles of Chapters III and IV,

"Public Freedoms" and "Personal Liberties" respectively, be exchanged. He

felt that the rights enumerated under Chapter III should be called "Public

Freedoms" because they deal for the most part with lean's relation to the

State; whereas the freedoms and rights under Chapter V dealt exclusively

with man's inner convictions and beliefs. Ee asked if there had been a

reason for the apparent inversion of title.

Prof. CASSIÏÏ replied that freedom of worship, of conscience of opinion

are such intrinsic personal liberties that they might be ircluded under that

Chapter heading. They became public, he explained, only when they received

a public manifestation in the exercise of a form of worship or through the

communications of opinions. This proved, he felt, that the titles given

/to Chapters
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to Chapters were not necessarily useful and might even be harmful. He

cuggested that since the CB/LDW! found the wording "oppos~te' con~-ictions"

shocking, the word2.n~ l'various opinions" or "different opinions" might be

usod instead. The CEAR14AN replied that she had no% meant to say that this

phraseology Ilad shocked her; it had nereJy aee1;?& a bit awkward.

Dr. k??IH (~e'ianon) felt that the TJQ~~S "absolute and sacred" couid be

usod in co~nection with the li'nerC~ of conscience, of worship, of thought,

bu* not witn any otheï- liberty. Be conscdered it taportant that the

Conmittee recognizs the f-mdasle~tal h m n right for differing fundamental

convictions, as in religicn, to exist in the same national entity. TSe fact

that a sirgle nation is obligated, br international, Jaw, to recognize the

diverslty of fuidainenta1 peints of view on ult4bate matters shoulcl, he

believed, be considsred an easential and fundamental hman right.

& . IZARaY (~ustralia) hoped tliat the bracket of freedoms ou-tlinek

in Chapter V could be expakded and given grecise definition in a ~onven+ion,

ar-d cordensed anC: crye+,allized for inclusion in the 3eclaration. Dr. CWTG

(china) s2ggested as a dxafting chnae tnct the word "morals" te eliminated,

eince It already wao -hplied in the phrase "rights anci freedoms of others";

en& that tfie sentence night then rcad, in part, ",..to pro5ect public orCer

and tlie rights and freedoms of others".

Article 21

The CHAIRMAN read Article 21. She poiiited out that the phraseology

mi&t be a little awkward because it was a tznanslation from the French.

She sugce~ted as a Orafting change the reworciing proposed b~r the

Uriitcd Statee: "~verrone ia free fo ch~nge, hold or inpert, with.in or

beyon2 the borders of tSe State, his opin%on or to receive and àiscuss the

opiniond of others".

Article 22

The CE4ïRMAN read Article 22, and expressed the view of the

Uzited States goverment that it wculd be difficult to hold p~bJishers and

leditors
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ehitora respomible in just the manrier suggested In the Article, and that

perhaps som of the l&itat.tions. could Iie anitted or stated in more generhl

term. She recalled the word'ing proposeà by the Srib-Cclnrnission on the

Freedom of Inforzatlon and of the Press: "~he obJectives of those who

dissemrnate inforwdtion should be accuracy, objectivity, comprehensiveness

and representative character".

Professor CASSSN (F'ruice) felt tS~t it was inpossible not to indicate

that th6 freedoa of tmlting lmpliea a certain responsibility. He suggested

ending the ArtCsle with the words, 11..,.prov:ded that there should be an

organizkition of respamibility for tho abuse of auch ri32rtstt: Clûriflcation

of this proriaion could 'cc. rcade in a Ccnvention.

Article 23

The C;IALPNAN reac? Article 23, and expressed the riew of the United States

that it would be sufficient to Say, "~here shall be freedom of peaceful

assnmb1,-". Dr. W I K (~ebanon) called the attention to the fact that in

the enunleration of the ~rarious objectives of association, religious

association had been omztted. He askerl whether that vas an oversight.

Professor CASSIN replied that &?parently it was a typo~z~bical error which

he had corrected on hi8 own text,

Article 24

Professor CASSIN (France) felt that the right of petition might be

included among the political ~ights of nian. Be svr2ges;ted that krtfcles 20,

21, 22, and 23 might be eroupcd together in Che' Declaration. Dr. ClWîE

(China) agreed, and added that Articles 24 and 25 also might be grouped, as

pol2tical rights'. 14.r. WïLSCN (United K2nGdomf felt thzt the substmce of

Articles 20, 21, 22, and 23 should be included in a convention.

Tho CHA-iiiX read Article 24. Er. MALIK (~ebanon) felt that the concept

might weli te enlarged by elimination of the words "for redre~s of gr:evances".

The right to com~inicate in general with the United Nations, even aga&, f~om

mtters of redress of grlevaces, ought to be protected, he felt.

/J!.,rticle 23
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Article 25

The CHAIRMAN rcad APkicle q , &nd the çorres?onding Article 29 of the

Secretariat outline. Mr. SANTA CHUZ (Chile) said that he preferred the

latter because it was simpler and recognized the right of &r individual to

resist oppression ard t~~anny. Frofessor CASSIN'a wording, he felt,

guaxanteed the right to resist oppresnion only when a regime deprives its

people systematicallg of their fundamental hmcn rights and freedoms, and.

it might 50 very difficult to say when that hespened. He suggested that

the wording be: "~veryone has the right, either individually or with others,

to resist oppression and tyraany." Professor CASÇm (France) said that the

~enuic-0 duty for aJ1 citizen6 to obey the lav could not be overlooked. He

pointed out that there were two conceptions: first, that rights be obtained

peacefully and norrcally, but aeoondly, that wheq there ie a great crisie,

the gravity of the violation of humrn rights calls upon itself the attention

of al. peoples. Ee agreed that poseibly hla text did not reconcile these two

conceptione wsll enough.

The CEAiHYAN pointed out that Article 25 speaks of only one aspect of

the right to resist tyrarq, the aspect vis à vis goverwents. There are

other aapects, abe said, ina1udir)g the case of oppression impoeed by non-

goverrmental officers without cover of law.

Before adjcurning, Mr. WILSON (United ~in~dom) agreed to prepare for

tho next day's meeting a suggestion as to the subject wtter concerning

the question of tortme, çivil, rights, and the right to asylum which m5ght

poasibly be incJ.uded in a conveption.

The meetim adjourned at 5:16 p.m.




